UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES PRESENTS:

Professional Development Week

SEPTEMBER 11 - SEPTEMBER 14, 2017

UH students are encouraged to RSVP for all events through Cougar Pathway.

All events take place in University Career Services, Room 156 (building #524), unless otherwise noted below in red.

**MONDAY, SEPT 11**

**Today’s Theme: Explore**

- [9AM-12PM] RESUME DROP-INS
- [9AM-12PM] COFFEE, CAREERS AND COUNSELORS: JOIN US TO LEARN MORE
- [12:15-1:45PM] SHARING STORIES OF SUCCESS: A 1ST GENERATION STUDENT PANEL
- [3-5PM] RESUMES AND REESES: AN EMPLOYER RESUME WORKSHOP AND REVIEW SESSION

**TUESDAY, SEPT 12**

**Today’s Theme: Engage**

- [9AM-12PM] RESUME DROP-INS
- [9AM-12PM] MOCK INTERVIEWS: ARE YOU READY FOR YOUR NEXT INTERVIEW?
- [12-1PM] LEARNING ABROAD: PASSPORT TO YOUR CAREER
- [3-4PM] TEACHING + SOCIAL JUSTICE = THE CAREER OF YOUR DREAMS?

**WEDNESDAY, SEPT 13**

**Today’s Theme: Empower**

- [9AM-12PM] RESUME DROP-INS
- [12-2PM] LINKEDIN @ THE LIBRARY
  
  UH LIBRARY, ROCKWELL PAVILION
- [12-4PM] ENERGY CAREER FAIR
  
  HILTON HOTEL, BALLROOM
- [3-4PM] JOB SEARCH 101: A ROADMAP FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
- [5-6:30] CLASSROOM TO THE BOARDROOM: AN ALUMNI CAREER PANEL

**THURSDAY, SEPT 14**

**Today’s Theme: Employ**

- [9AM-12PM] RESUME DROP-INS
- [9AM-4PM] CAMPUS TO CAREERS: COOGS JOB SHADOWING DAY
- [12-1PM] COMMON CENTS: LEARN BUDGETING AND MONEY MANAGEMENT TIPS
- [3-4PM] DON’T LEAVE MONEY ON THE TABLE: LEARN HOW TO NEGOTIATE YOUR SALARY
- [5-6PM] KEEP UP WITH THE TRENDS: ACE YOUR VIRTUAL INTERVIEW

THANK YOU to these partners for supporting PDW Fall 2017:

RELAY/GSE TEACHER PATHWAYS

UNIVERSITY of HOUSTON M.D. ANDERSON LIBRARY

UNIVERSITY of HOUSTON OFFICE OF THE PROVOST Learning Abroad

PERRY HOMES

UCS@UH.EDU

713-743-5100

WWW.UH.EDU/UCS